
Icy Worlds of the Solar System

Earth is the only planet known to have liquid water, and water ice has been present

over parts of the Earth for much of its history. Scientists have only recently come to

understand how widespread the presence of ice is in our solar system. Deposits of

water ice may exist in unexpected places, such as in the polar craters of Mercury, the

closest planet to the Sun. Other ices, such as methane ice and nitrogen ice, abound in

our solar system. These ices play an important role in the geological and atmospheric

characteristics of the bodies in our solar system.

This book focuses on the occurrence and significance of water ice, and ices formed

by other materials, in the solar system. The findings discussed are the result of three

decades of spacecraft exploration of the planets, complemented by ground- and

space-based observations. It considers the implications of the reservoirs of water ice

for the presence of life elsewhere in our solar system, and for habitability by human

explorers who may venture to these distant worlds in the future. Written at an

accessible level, this book will be of interest to students and professionals in

planetary science, geology, and related areas.

pat dasch is a consultant in the space industry specializing in policy and public

outreach. She has published and broadcast on a wide variety of space-related topics

for the past 20 years. Dasch has held a variety of positions, including Executive

Director of the Washington DC-based National Space Society, and Editor in Chief of

Ad Astra, the bi-monthly magazine of the National Space Society. She worked in solar

system exploration at NASA Headquarters and has also acted as Director of the

Dial-A-Shuttle broadcast program at the Johnson Space Center, and served as a

research associate at the Lunar and Planetary Institute.
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Preface

In the last decade, information from the Galileo mission to the Jupiter

system and advances in ground-based astronomy have greatly enhanced

our reservoir of knowledge about ices in our solar system. An acceler-

ation in the search for signs of life in the solar system (and the water

that is necessary for the Earth-based life forms that we are familiar

with) that followed the 1996 discovery of possible meteoritic evidence

for the existence of ancient life on Mars, together with the technological

revolution in both space- and Earth-based sensors, has resulted in sig-

nificant new developments in understanding of the pervasive presence

and geological significance of ices in our solar system.

In this book, recognized planetary experts interpret the role and

impact of ice in our corner of the universe and debate the many out-

standing questions that remain to be answered. Each chapter contains

exciting, cutting-edge information revealing the complexity and wonder

of the universe in which we live.

The findings from the Opportunity and Spirit rovers (Mars), the

SMART-1 mission on route to the Moon and Cassini (saturnian system)

will help to answer some of the outstanding questions about ice and

will undoubtedly reveal new conundrums for our future contemplation.

Other missions planned for the future, such as the MESSENGER and

BepiColombo missions to Mercury, and the New Horizons mission to

Pluto and the Kuiper Belt, will continue this second wave of planetary

exploration with rigorous surveys and collection of detailed scientific

data.
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